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Christmas coil labels
A new British dummy discovery?

Pride of place this issue goes to a coil stamp strip
that implies it is British by the inclusion of the sil-
houette head of Her Majesty and "1st" NVI   word-
ing, but American or Canadian by the imperforate
top and bottom edges. It's owned by a reader of DS.
    I have a theory that it could be Canadian AND
British at the same time, but seek confirmation from
any reader more knowledgeable than me.

    The House of Questa was once owned by MDC, a
Canadian company who also owned the American
and Canadian stamp printer Ashton Potter at the
same time. This was prior to HoQ being taken-over
and absorbed into the mighty De La Rue.

    Readers may recall from an earlier issue of DS,
that Ashton Potter produced so-called Sellotape
stamps in self-adhesive format and that these were

shown to Royal Mail through HoQ in the hope that
they would be adopted. There is the possibility that
a similar thing happened here. The date is unknown,
but could they be part of an early trial that eventual-
ly reduced Christmas stamps to definitive size? *
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A reader of DS has kindly supplied scans of two
interesting examples of gold foiling first used by
Harrison and Sons on postage stamps in 1966.
    The first is of the GB Christmas stamps. Note
how the Queen's head blocking on the publicity
item is different to that used on the actual stamps,
possessing detail that is lacking on the issued stamp.

Issued 3d at left (with missing T from T Shemza on second
stamp) and the printed pair with different blocked head at right.

The second item is of the Ascension BBC Relay
Station set (issued stamps are not owned, so I am
unable to tell if the foiling is different).

I am told that the items were used to advertise
Heidelberg's then new foil blocking platen press.
    The special sheet was given away with a
magazine printed in Leicester by printers Raithby
Lawrence called "The British Printer".
    The paper was made by Samuel Jones and was a
high quality esparto art and the foil was made by
George Wiley & Company. Harrison and the Post
Offices of Ascension and GB presumably allowed
these lithographic reproductions to be produced.
    The embossed detail on the Queen's head is to a
much higher standard than on the issued stamps,
which were subject to numerous problems of
application owing to the newness of the process.
 The size of the Ascension stamps x2 is 6.75cm x
4cm, while the British Christmas issue measures
6cm x 3cm approximately. *

Foiled again!
What is the background story to this item?

While on the subject of foiling, the image below is
of a British £1 Machin definitive in gold foil.

   Is it a dummy stamp of some kind, or simply an
impression intended for use on, say, a stock book
cover?
    The owner would welcome further information,
please. *
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Foiled!
Reprints of issued stamps in printing advert sheet
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Find me on Flickr
glennmorganuk image database goes live

I have recently made a start on uploading to Flickr
any imagery of a philatelic nature that I have taken
down the years - not stamps and the like, but items,
events and places of relevance.
    Some stamp production related images are
included, but due to the security nature of printers it
is rare to be able to take photographs inside their
premises, or they are copyrighted images, so do not
expect too many!
    At present the 300+ photographs already
uploaded are primarily of stamp vending machines
(including the new Post&Go units), letter boxes and
allied postal subjects, TSS2000, etc. To follow will
be pictures of stamp exhibitions that I have attended
around the world.

    Unfamiliar with the concept of Flickr? It is the
world's most popular photo management and image
sharing website. Enter the following URL into your
favourite browser

www.flickr.com/photos/48015769@N00
and you will be taken straight to my photostream
glennmorganuk which is sorted by folders such
as "Stamp Production", "SVMs", "Post&Go" and

"Letter Boxes". Then store the page as a Favourite
for future ease of access.
    I have given permission for all imagery to be
downloadable for personal use if required, so do
have a look round.
    If you possess any stamp printing imagery that
you own the copyright to and wish to add to the
database, then email the pictures to me and I will
upload them to my site for all to see. It could build
into a useful repository of stamp production
imagery over time with your help. *

"New" Dummy Booklet
BPMA files contains previously unknown 4/6d booklet

          250 copies of this
         lavender coloured
         booklet were
         produced by
         Harrison in April
         1963 for the Post
         Office.  Unknown
         in collections.*

Tesco Envelope Sample Indicia
Get a pack while they last...

British supermarket chain Tesco is currently selling
packs of five DL-sized envelopes with pre-paid
indicia on them. I consider them to be overpriced.

    The cover sheet that bears product details and bar-
code on it  also has a Machin stationery indicia over-
printed SAMPLE. It additionally incorporates the
otherwise near-invisible phosphor bands.
    OK, so this item is probably a little to one side of
many of your interests, but British readers could use
four of the five envelopes for postal purposes and
just retain a single copy, plus the cover sheet and its
protective clear pocket, as I have done.
    It is not known for how long these items will be
available, so it may be best to purchase your require-
ments as soon as possible and to bear in mind that
smaller branches probably do not stock them.
    Note: WHSmith's are also selling this product in
its own packaging, but be aware that the cover sheet
does not bear a SAMPLE indicia. *

Waterlow Labels used on its
Letterheads
The Postman's Gate
labels appeared on
printer's stationery
in 1924

*
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Harrild Automatic Postage Stamp Perforator
It was previously assumed that Grover had perforated the Silver Jubilee stamps. We now know differently....

Thanks to a reader of DS, I am able to illustrate the promotional folder issued by Harrild for their automatic
postage stamp perforator that was used for the production of the Silver Jubilee stamp issue of 1935.

My contact advises that he had come across my reference to a possible Grover card for the Silver Jubilee
stamps. He had never seen one before and there was apparently nothing in the Grover archive, but he was
able to record this folder that had been issued by Harrild, who were also perforator manufacturers, for these
stamps and he wondered if this is what was meant.
    I was additionally informed that specialists do not know much about Harrild - they seem to have
disappeared soon after producing this folder - possibly during the second world war. Grover made replace-
ment 'boxes' for Harrild machines from time to time, as well as for other manufacturers machines. *



A Miscellany
A page of various British dummy images...

An attractive DLR Victorian label A silver coloured unissued
                                                              Machin definitive stamp

An attractive DLR Victorian?

The BPMA used the Machin head design with a value of "40th" to
commemorate the 40th anniversary of the use of the Machin head

on British definitive stamps. An American dealer produced
singles of this design at stamp size, selling them on eBay.
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305 years of Enschedé MS from WIPA08 stamp exhibition.

Close-up of the "stamp" revealing the multi-pinned "5" perfin.

Miniature sheet from Komori Currency Technology of the UK that
depicts four intaglio engraved dummy stamps relating to Thomas

Cubitt (1788-1855) revealing their engraving and printing skills.

The sheet Is printed on a much larger sized sheet of blank PVA
gummed stamp paper. This has been cut-down in the above scan

as it added nothing to the  story.

Incidentally, Sondes Place that is depicted on stamp one is where
the company is currently based. See alongside for an enlargement.
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BBC Children in Need Presentation Packs
The House of Questa helped raise funds by printing a dummy Miniature Sheet free of charge

British charity BBC Children in Need has been going since 1927 and has made a big difference to the
disadvantaged children of the United Kingdom.
    In 1985 a presentation pack was produced by Cotswold Covers Ltd that incorporated a Cinderella sheet
designed by Clive Abbott and printed by The House of Questa. It was made available for sale, with all of
the proceeds going to the charity. *

The perforated miniature sheet Inside of the presentation pack

The presentation pack when viewed from the front.
Note how it is in the old style of Royal Mail packs.
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Enlarged so-called "Giant Machin" dummy
Harrison produced giant Machins to help with quality assurance by checking tonal values of the head before printing

Reproduced below is an undenominated example of the master negative of the head only with background.
They exist in various colours and are printed on either gummed or ungummed stamp paper. Uncommon. * 



Samkyung Dummy Labels
PostExpo 2003 gave away trial Weigh & Pay items

Samkyung made for Royal Mail three machines
used in London, Luton and Alfreton and the labels
produced are well documented.
    I have recently come across dummy/trial material
that has not previously been recorded. It is unclear
whether the labels were created with or without the
knowledge of the British Post Office and it is also
unclear as to whether the office location on the
receipt was used / intended to be used as part of the
commissioning trials. I do not own the items, and
cannot get better scans.
   I really would welcome further details, please.*

 

London 2010 Stamp Exhibition
It's getting ever closer....

Be sure to put this major stamp exhibition into your
diary now, as it is only a few short months away.
* 
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 ...and finally
I always welcome details of any new dummy finds from
printers of British stamps, past and present, and so
cordially invite you to drop me a line via the Guest Book
facility provided at:
www.stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm
    Unfortunately, business, family and other
commitments to the hobby mean that I cannot guarantee
that I can rigidly stick to a publishing programme and
therefore suggest that you go to:
www.stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off. Thank you.


